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Abstract 
 

Mobile devices are becoming truly ubiquitous, and mobile computing is making 
revolutionary changes in the computer world. Mobile devices can constitute heterogeneous 
networks that provide access to information in online mode from any point in the world. 
This leads to the issue of ensuring mobile network and information system security, which 
is quite a complex but relevant task. Such a security system should be easy to use and 
manage, and also ensure higher reliability. This article describes an approach to designing  
a security system and interaction protocols for protection of mobile and sensor networks by 
means of using cryptographic algorithms. In this work, a model of a distributed protocol for 
authentication in the wireless sensor networks is offered to enable devices to carry out the 
authentication procedure without using a conventional centralized authentication server 

 
1. Introduction 
In recent years, mobile computing systems have considerably changed the world. People can connect  
to the Internet and get access to data and information from virtually anywhere. Mobile devices, often 
called gadgets, such as smart-phones and tablets, can constitute distributed heterogeneous mobile 
networks that provide users with access to information in the on-line mode[3]. Mobile computing 
networks and sensor networks moved the world from the era of wireline networks and desktop 
computers to the era of widespread and global computerization[1] .Modern research works on  
computer network systems pay extra attention to ensuring computer security. Two lines are usually 
used to protect the network infrastructure. The first one is the IPS (intrusion prevention systems)[1][2]. 
Typical measures of intrusion prevention are, for example, authentication and ciphering, they can 
prevent the protected network from being affected by outside nodes. The second protection line is the 
intrusion detection systems (IDS) that can detect insider attacks performed using compromised nodes  
in the network[6]. If a network intrusion is detected, the countermeasures minimize the aftereffects of 
the attack. The intrusion prevention includes, as a rule, authentication and ciphering. Considering the 
distributed structure of sensor and mobile networks, many traditionally adopted methods of 
authentication and ciphering are either no longer effective or can’t be used at all any longer. It is 
difficult to apply network intrusion detection methods of conventional wireline networks in mobile 
networks due to their architectural differences. Without centralized audit points, such as routers, 
commutators and gateways, mobile networks can collect audit data only locally, thus requiring a 
distributed and cooperative intrusion detection system[3]. Besides, devices used in the mobile networks 
and detectors in the sensor networks are quite tiny, therefore their computing capacity as well as power 
consumption are limited. Consequently, developing security protocols for mobile devices, it is 
necessary to design simple and power-efficient information security protocols. 
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Secure data exchange between devices in the mobile and sensor networks opens a new area of 
research. Establishing trusted relations for secure data exchange between mobile devices requires 
information authentication and ciphering procedure for ensuring a controlled access[4]. 

Development of a distributed network interaction protocol for secure authentication, 
authorization and accounting by means of applying cryptographic algorithms is very relevant today. 
The purpose of the protocols is to reduce the network traffic and resource consumption for the network 
nodes. The existing protocols require, as a rule, reliable and centralized services and are very difficult 
to implement in the distributed network environment. 

 
 
2. Characteristic features of wireless sensor network (WSN) 
A WSN can generally be described as a network of nodes that cooperatively sense and control the 
environment, enabling interaction between persons or computers and the surrounding environment 
[1][2] [3] . WSNs nowadays usually include sensor nodes, actuator nodes, gateways and clients. A  
large number of sensor nodes deployed randomly inside of or near the monitoring area (sensor field), 
form networks through self-organization. Sensor nodes monitor the collected data to transmit along to 
other sensor nodes by hopping. During the process of transmission, monitored data may be handled by 
multiple nodes to get to gateway node after multihop routing, and finally reach the management node 
through the internet or satellite. 

 
Figure 1: wireless sensor networks 

 

 
 
3. Sensor Nodes 
The sensor node is one of the main parts of a WSN. The hardware of a sensor node generally includes 
four parts: the power and power management module, a sensor, a microcontroller, and a wireless 
transceiver, see Figure(2). The power module offers the reliable power needed for the system. The 
sensor is the bond of a WSN node which can obtain the environmental and equipment status. A sensor 
is in charge of collecting and transforming the signals, such as light, vibration and chemical signals, 
into electrical signals and then transferring them to the microcontroller[1]. The microcontroller  
receives the data from the sensor and processes the data accordingly. The Wireless Transceiver (RF 
module) then transfers the data, so that the physical realization of communication can be achieved. It is 
important that the design of the all parts of a WSN node consider the WSN node features of tiny size 
and limited power. 
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Figure 2: 
 

 
 
4. Modeling a System of the Distributed Authentication System in the Wireless 
Sensor Networks 
As compared to wireline networks, wireless networks are difficult to make secure because of the nature 
of the node interaction. In the sensor and wireless networks, an intruder has much less problem 
bypassing the main intrusion detection system by connecting to the network and making attacks. If the 
intruder is identified and blocked out, he can disconnect from the network, change his identification 
data and then connect to the same network again at a different point[4]. 

Wireless sensor networks are extremely relevant to the modern world, for example, for military 
purposes, monitoring and alarm systems, etc. Security of the sensor networks in such applications is a 
priority. However, the limitations of memory capacity, battery capacity, communicative and computing 
capabilities in each device like that make the task of ensuring security extremely complex. Moreover, 
sensor networks often consist of a big number of small devices deployed in an uncontrollable external 
environment, which makes them vulnerable to a physical capture and compromising, which, in its turn, 
makes it more difficult to preserve the integrity of the device authentic software. Just  one  
compromised device is enough to make the whole network insecure. 

In order to protect a device from physical attacks, including software physical tampering and 
manipulations, it is offered to apply a program integrity check pattern in each device, called a program 
integrity check (PIC)[8]. 

Authentication between node-devices and network servers is another important issue. A node- 
device has to make sure that the messages sent are authentic and also prevent a data exchange with a 
malicious and fraudulent server. 

To implement the PIC protocol, devices use the PIC-servers for checking the program integrity. 
Let’s examine a distributed protocol of the PIC-authentication for secure data exchange between the 
devices without centralized infrastructure of the authentication servers. The PIC-authentication 
protocol’s task is fully distributed authentication of the servers before a device addresses them. In this 
case, we consider the authentication as a pattern, according to which one device verifies the validity of 
another device before the communication starts. And consequently, the devices working under the PIC-
authentication Protocol verify the validity of the PIC-servers[8]. 

It is also offered to use a pattern of the PIC-server status revocation when it is detected that the 
program integrity has been violated by the neighbouring PIC-servers. The PIC-authentication Protocol 
protects from both passive attacks (wire-tapping) and active attacks (replay, spoofing, data diddling). It 
also protects from masquerade attacks using ciphering based on pairwise keys between the interacting 
devices. Besides, the PIC-authentication is resistant to work of several compromised PIC-nodes based 
on the majority rule upon checking program integrity. 

 
 
5. The PIC-Authentication Protocol has the Following Characteristics 
1. Distributed authentication accreditation: the protocol enables neighboring PIC-devices to carry out 

the distributed PIC-authentication and warrant the authentication results, when there are no hacked 
PIC-devices. 
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2. Resistance to compromise of nodes: even if some PIC-nodes have been hacked, the probability that 
PIC-authentication protocol ensures a valid result of the authentication validation is very high. 

3. Low computation overhead: the major computation load for the PIC-authentication Protocol mainly 
consists of computing pairwise keys and generating/ verifying MAC-addresses, which is a low- 
consuming procedure. 

4. Low communication overhead: communication power consumption for the PIC-nodes is also 
extremely low – only two messages have to be exchanged to validate the authentication between  
the neighbouring PIC-nodes. 

5. Low storage overhead: each sensor or PIC-node stores a specified type of polynomial for  
generating pair-wise keys with other nodes in the network, which occupies very little memory 
capacity[7]. 

 
 
6. PIC-Authentication Protocol 
The PIC protocol checks the integrity of the program and data stored on the mobile device or sensor. 
The verification procedure itself occurs quite rarely, for instance, when the device has been off network 
for a long time or is trying to connect to the network at a minimum computing capacity used. 

A mobile network consists of devices (sensors) and PIC-servers. The PIC-servers check the 
device program integrity and maintain the PIC-server original program image data base[10]. The 
randomized hash functions (RHF) are used for this purpose. While verifying devices, the PIC-server 
creates a new RHF and sends it to the device in PIC-code. Further, the PIC-server can check the 
validity of the mobile device software, receiving back the value of the PIC-code processed by the 
device. 

Device security is also ensured by PIC-server authentication validation before communicating 
to them in order to protect the device from malicious and fraudulent PIC-servers. The devices validate 
the PIC-server authentication by communicating to a regular authentication server. The PIC Protocol 
fulfills three goals: (1) a centralized authentication validation of each PIC-server; 2) transmission and 
implementation of the PIC-code and (3) software check. 

Any device that wants to get connected to the network first requests to validate the PIC-server 
authentication. In case of successful authentication, the device will request this PIC-server to validate 
the authentication of its own program. To validate the device program, the PIC-server sends the device 
a PIC-code with a new RHF, and then uses the same method to compute the hash-value of the device 
program image which is stored in the data base. 

After the device receives the PIC-code from the PIC-server, it computes the hash-function  
value, which is further sent back to the PIC-server for a check. If the PIC-codes match upon the 
validation done by the PIC-server, the PIC-server registers the device in its PIC_DB data base, which 
contains all the validated identifiers of the devices. Otherwise, the device will be locked and its 
identifier is removed from the PIC_DB. The PIC protocol offers three ways to lock out a suspicious 
device: (1) the PIC-server informs the neighbouring devices not to respond to the service packs from 
suspicious devices; (2) the key manager generates a new cluster key excluding suspicious devices from 
it, and (3) with active network services, such as routing, the PIC_DB can be validated to determine 
valid devices. Figure 1 shows interaction between the centralized authentication server, PIC-servers  
and the device during the PIC-authentication. 

 
 

Figure 3: Model of interaction in the PIC Protocol architecture 
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The main purpose of the PIC protocol is the countermeasure against the majority of physical 
attacks, i.e. it will extremely difficult for the intruder to reprogram the device or manipulate it (without 
adding new sensors), to say nothing of changing the sensor program without being detected. This 
protocol largely warrants the device program integrity as the device requests to check the integrity of  
its program before connecting to the network and after a long period of disconnection. 

Sensor and mobile networks are often used for monitoring and collecting data for statistic 
processing. The majority of sensor networks have a basic station which acts as a gateway to an external 
network and it is usually a high-capacity computation node 

The sensor networks can, as a rule, consist of hundreds or a couple of thousands node-sensors, 
nevertheless, their computation and communication structure is limited, there are also certain limits on 
the memory used or power consumed. As a consequence, such public key algorithms as Diffie- 
Hellman are not usually used in the sensor networks[9].  The algorithm of ciphering with the public  
key often requires considerable memory capacity, complex computations and processing and a long 
key, which leads to rapid battery exhaustion. 

The main goal was to exclude the centralized authentication server in the PIC-infrastructure, to 
make the PIC a fully distributed protocol. Since the centralized authentication is required for the 
devices to verify the PIC-servers, it can easily become a bottle-neck for reliability, security and 
connection. This requirement is also incompatible with the nature of the distributed structure of sensor 
networks. What is more, the devices deployed near the centralized authentication node will consume 
more power for message routing to other sensors, which will lead to faster battery charge exhaustion in 
such devices. Thus, the centralized authentication   server does not really fit large sensor networks. 

 
 
7. Conclusion 
Model of secure sensor PIC-network: the structure of the secure sensor PIC-network is defined by the 
following 

1. Sensors and PIC-servers a located randomly within the signal coverage, thus, we do not have 
any preliminary knowledge of the neighbors and location of each sensor before deployment. 

2. The network includes maximum n sensors and s PIC-servers, each of them has the unique node 
identifier (NI). 

3. The PIC-server has a higher capacity than a sensor 
4. The PIC-server stores the programs of all the sensors in its memory before deployment and  

uses these programs for the verification of the sensors. 
5. Each PIC-server has two radio-interfaces for communicating with the sensors and other servers, 

and the frequencies of these interfaces do not cross. Note that employment of several radio- 
channels for each node is a common thing. 
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6. For the majority of the network sensor systems, the sensors have to be time-synchronized. 
Consequently, PIC-servers are considered to be poorly time-synchronized. 

7. Since the PIC-servers have a bigger transmission range than the sensors, each PIC-server has at 
least t neighbouring PIC-servers after deployment. 

 
Figure 4: Plan of the network with the PIC-authentication 

 

 
The PIC-servers interact with each other for mutual authentication. The full lines show the 

interaction between PIC-servers, the dotted lines show interaction between the sensors and  PIC- 
servers. 
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